Whit lock. 11 The role of the trade publisher and the small group of participants in this corner of the London book-trade have been described by Michael Treadwell. 12 But the use of the trade publishers as a 'front' for the real owner of a work-thus providing anonymity and potential protection from the authorities-hardly seems a complete explanation for the far-flung use of John Nutt's imprint on hundreds of publications during the eight years in which he carried on business. 13 Treadwell's analysis leaves room for greater involvement in a given work than as an imprint 'of convenience', with the 'property in another'. In this context, Michael Suarez's assignment to John Nutt of the role of Philomusus in Deliciae Poeticae: or Parnassus Display'd (1706) is somewhat paradoxical.
14 Apart from book titles, Nutt appears to have made his first foray into bookselling catalogues as the sales outlet for the Bibliotheca Annua for the five years of its annual publication (1699-1703), in competition with the Term Catalogues of Abel Roper and William Turner, who were also partners of Richard Bassett. Books available from Nutt were advertised as such in these catalogues. In 1705 Nutt additionally 'printed and sold . . . near Stationers Hall' copies of The Royal Speculum by 'George Parker at the Star and Ball in Salisbury Court', also sold 'at the Authors House', containing an engraved portrait frontispiece of Parker. 15 No such substantial involvement seems to have been the case with A Tale of a Tub, the most significant publication 'Printed for John Nutt, near Stationers-Hall', the anonymous work of Jonathan Swift first published 10 May 1704 and issued in four editions by Nutt that year and the next. 16 Treadwell observes that Swift's 'letters show clearly that Ben [ [Stationers'] register), although all editions bear the imprint of the trade publisher John Nutt'. 17 But Treadwell's treatment of A Tale of a Tub omits the tantalizing fifth edition, published in 1710, and also 'Printed for John Nutt, near Stationers-Hall', although Nutt had wholly abandoned the trade publishing business in 1706 and was actively engaged as assignee of the royal law printing patent back at the printing house in the Savoy, where books were printed 'by' him rather than for him. 18 It is unlikely that Nutt's role in the fifth edition was some vestige of his former status as a trade publisher and may instead reflect a greater interest in the work, possibly arising from his then ongoing activities with Swift and The Tatler.
Why Swift and Tooke sought out a trade publisher to front is not explained.
19 However, the necessity for Nutt's protective imprint on another prominent book he published in the middle of July 1704, namely Defoe's The Storm, is certainly more understandable. 20 The year 1703 had been an eventful year for Defoe, starting with a price on his head for his attack on the Church of England and Queen Anne, The Shortest Way with Dissenters, and he was apprehended, pleaded guilty, was thrice pilloried, fined and put in Newgate, where he was 'turned' and became an agent for the government, which secretly paid his fine and on 4 November released him. 21 Three weeks later a massive storm struck England. Less than a week later, the 22 The book was issued within a few months, and included entries that appear to be derived from Defoe's solicitation. 23 It was from these early phases in John Nutt's career that John Dunton wrote in 1705:
Upon a long experience of Mr. Nutt, I find him to be a just Paymaster, and a good Publisher. Mr. Nutt was originally a Printer, and lived with Mr. Jones in the Savoy for many years; and has always had the character of being very discreet and obliging, and now gives as great content to those that employ him as any Publisher whatsoever. 24 Nevertheless, 1705 was a consequential year for John Nutt. It was then that he and his cousin Edward Jones jointly acquired an assignment of the law printing patent from Edward Sayer, to whom William III and subsequently Queen Anne had granted it with effect from 10 March 1709, when the prior patentees' rights expired. 25 However, on 16 February 1706, Edward Jones died, and John Nutt bought his interest in the law printing patent from his estate. 26 As a result of the death of Jones, who had continued the printing office in the Savoy that had been founded by the first Thomas Newcomb, Nutt became manager of the office for Jones's widow. Nutt's retail business 'near Stationers-Hall' was assumed by John Morphew, who had also worked for Jones. 27 No books from 1707 carry Nutt's imprint, either as printer or publisher. 30 Periodically, subscribers received instructions on binding the monthly parts together; these were evidently accompanied by titlepages for each volume dated when issued, replacing the monthly title-pages. The existence of the differently dated title-pages, coupled with the limited survival of the original bibliographical dress of the monthly parts as issued, has led to some confusion in ESTC as well as in COPAC. This bibliographical confusion is evident even in Wiles's Appendix B, entitled 'Short-Title Catalogue of Books Published in Fascicules Before 1750'. Although sensitive to the timing of the issuance of the title-page in the sequence of monthly parts, Wiles does not recognize the two-title-page paradox for the Atlas Geographus, and thus includes two separate duplicate entries for that work, one under the date of the first monthly part and the other under the final titlepage for the first volume. 31 However, accurate sequencing can be established through The Term Catalogues, The Tatler, and Lintott's The Monthly Catalogue.
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The May 1708 monthly-part title-page identified booksellers from whom the Atlas Geographus was available: Benjamin Barker and Charles King in Westminster Hall, Benjamin Tooke at the Middle-Temple Gate, 33 William Taylor at the Ship and Henry Clements at the Half-Moon in St Paul's Churchyard, Richard Parker and Ralph Smith under the Piazza of the Royal Exchange, and John Morphew near Stationers' Hall. These same participants remained on the volume title-pages through Volume IV in 1714; Wiles speculated that they were proprietors of the work. 34 The title-page of Volume V, the first monthly part for which went on sale in March 1715 and 'No. 17 and last for America' in January 1717 (new style), according to Lintott, states that it was printed for John Nicholson at the King's Arms in Little Britain and sold by John Morphew, suggesting the possibility of a change in ownership.
The speculations on ownership and interest do not take account of the role of Herman Moll, the cartographer and engraver of most of the maps published in the Atlas Geographus. His name was prominent on the title-pages and in the descriptive material in the monthly parts, and appears on almost all the maps, suggesting that he had a role in the production that went beyond the artisanal. The only identified biographical work on Moll treats him as the proprietor, but cites no evidence for that assertion. 35 The stripping out of the bound volumes of the ephemeral portions of the monthly parts eliminated important explanatory material, which at that time projected a four-volume product, rather than the five volumes that resulted when the 1,800 pages on Europe required separate binding in two. Each of the surviving monthly parts for what became Volume I carried a two-page account-later reduced to one by cutting the typesize and leading to make room for advertisements-entitled 'An Account of this Work, by the Authors for the Undertakers'. This provides a description of the intended work and a very extensive explanation of the shared benefits of serial publication which do not emerge with the same clarity in Wiles:
Materials have been Collecting, and Maps Engraving, for this Design above Three Years past; which being now ready, is to be publish'd Monthly.
Henceforth Care will be taken to publish it regularly every Month; so that the First Volume, containing all EUROPE, in above 100 Sheets, besides the great Number of Maps and Cuts, which makes the Charge equal to 200 Sheets, will be perfected about a Twelvemonth hence.
ASIA is to make the Second Volume. AFRICA the Third. AMERICA the Fourth.
These Four Volumes will contain as much Matter as there is in Blaeu's great Atlas, and above Six times more than in any Book of Geography hitherto done in English, besides the great Number of Maps and Cuts.
The Charge of the whole amounting to several Thousands of Pounds, we thought it the properest Method to publish it Monthly. 1. Because we should by that Means receive something every Month towards our Charge. 2. Because every Buyer may see from Month to Month what he has for his Shilling, and be the better able to judge of our Care and Industry to have it so performed, as to Encourage the Monthly Sale of 'em. We need not add, That they will be as perfect taken in Monthly, as any other Way, the first and last Leaf being to keep the Book clean: And when Europe is done, there will be a good Index, so that it may be bound in a Volume by it self. 3. Because Gentlemen and others buying them Monthly, the Charge will be imperceptible, besides their having more Time to read them, and The Atlas Geographus was a compilation from many sources. The 'Account of the Work' included in early monthly parts, quoted in part above, identified different aspects-geographical, historical, social, artistic, and scientific-of each country to be treated on these four continents. It concluded: 'Note: If any Gentlemen have observations on these Heads, if they please to communicate them to John Nutt, Printer in the Savoy, they shall be inserted in their proper Places', much like The Storm. Later versions of this advertisement indicated that such communications should be sent to John Nutt postage paid. In at least some cases these 'inserts' were attributed to their authors when included.
This procedure was not without its contemporary detractors. When next seen, on the verso of the volume title-pages of Volumes I and II, dated 1711, the position had radically changed. Not only had Europe grown from one volume to two but the presentation of Britain had also expanded:
Europe being finish'd, except Great Britain and Ireland, which is now preparing for the Press; and as Informations and Accounts of Places come in, they are inserted in their County &c. It is entituled Britannia & Hiberniae Antiqua & Nova . . . In the Whole will be about 100 Maps, and many Cuts.
As announced on the verso of the volume title-page for Volume IV, Africa, dated 30 November 1713, the first monthly part for Magna Britannia did issue in January 1714. The verso of the monthly title-page announced the completion of the first four volumes, with 'America preparing for the Press. There are other significant differences between the two series. In the first monthly part of Magna Britannia, the work is simply 'Printed by John Nutt and sold by John Morphew'. The name Moll, on the title-page of the Atlas Geographus and most of the maps, only occasionally appears; the county maps are by Robert Morden, who had died in 1703.
Possibly, also, the criticism of Atlas Geographus led to a different approach in other ways. Camden's Britannia was effectively used as a model. Part no. 85, dated 1730, starts at page 217 of Volume VI, the volume titlepage of which reads '1731'. Thus, as a 'monthly' series, Magna Britannia came out an average five times a year for seventeen years; treating it as a 'sequel' to the Atlas Geographus, the series was published for a remarkable twenty-three years, three of them overlapping, first by John Nutt, then by his widow in partnership with their son Richard. However, apart from the Nutts as printers, the Atlas Geographus and Magna Britannia seem quite different in terms of ownership and content. 40 On the last page of Volume V of the Atlas Geographus, the proprietors reported that 'Britannia is going on with all Expedition, as far as Gloucestershire, being finished, and the other Counties in Alphabetical Order, preparing for the Press; as are also Scotland and Ireland, with all new Maps'. However, Scotland and Ireland never appeared; the reason is not recorded. However, consistent with standard practice, the subscriber was solicited to provide useful information, here the titles of tracts for inclusion, by writing 'to John Nutt in the Savoy, or John Morphew, near Stationers Hall, paying postage and carriage'.
Bibliotheca Anatomica
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41 This second serial publication printed by Nutt reached a three-volume length totaling 2,087 pages of text, illustrated with numerous cuts each containing many figures, with volume title-page dates of 1711, 1712, and 1714; these recite that the volumes contain, respectively, fourteen, thirteen, and thirteen monthly parts. The first thirteen monthly issues of the Bibliotheca can be tracked in The Tatler up to no. 254 (November 21-23, 1710) ; it is improbable that the fourteenth did not appear before Lady Day, and hence once again the final title-page misdates the work. Similarly, as no reference is made to it in Lintott's Monthly Catalogue, which begins with the May 1714 issue, it may likely have been completed by then, and, based solely on the monthly part-count, the work should have been completed before mid 1713. Indeed, the temptation to speculate that it was the completion of the Bibliotheca Anatomica that permitted Nutt to begin [Magna] Britannia et Hibernia with the January 1714 first monthly issue is encouraged by the two pages of nearly identical advertising that appear at the back of the third volume of the Bibliotheca, as bound, and behind the title-page of the first monthly issue of [Magna] Britannia et Hibernia. Curiously, however, in both places the Bibliotheca Anatomica is advertised as 'printed for J. Nicholson in Little Britain', although that name appears on none of its title-pages.
In a short article, F. N. L. Poynter has noted that this compilation from multiple sources seems to have been achieved, not by rewriting, but rather by the omission of text 'not considered absolutely essential to the argument'.
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The Tatler Richard Steele produced 271 issues of The Tatler from 12 April 1709 to the end of December 1710-not much more than a year and a half-three times a week on a single folio sheet. It was distributed by John Morphew and printed in the Savoy by John Nutt, who registered his copyright first on 2 May 1710, about three weeks after the effective date of the Statute of Anne, and for the later issues again on 25 September. 43 The commercial, cultural, and political significance of The Tatler and its successors, as well as the identity of its contributors, have been the subject of considerable commentary. 44 John Nutt's production of The Tatler also permits glimpses of his work that are otherwise hard to come by. 45 Steele's correspondence with his wife shows that he was frequently at John Nutt's printing establishment in the Savoy in the afternoon or evening, putting the final touches to the next issue of The Tatler or settling his account. 46 It appears that adding The Tatler to his existing commitments may have strained John Nutt's capacity to the point that he subcontracted a portion of the work. William Todd's study of the variant printings of The Tatler in folio shows that from issue 118 (10-12 January 1709/10) it was simultaneously prepared in two different settings; according to Todd, 'there can be little doubt that the editions come from separate establishments, since all type-matter, even including advertisements at end of text, is invariably of two different settings and never interchanged'. 47 The printing of monthly parts for the Atlas Geographus began with the first issue in May 1708 and for the Bibliotheca Anatomica with the
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November 1709 issue. Although the monthly parts of both, taken together, did not amount to the size of a small book, the monthly deadlines may have added pressures which full responsibility for the thrice weekly issue of The Tatler made too much for Nutt's resources. Indeed, this surmise seems to be corroborated by the fact that, while the Atlas Geographus was still more than two years away from completion, Nutt began printing monthly parts for Magna Britannia et Hibernia once the Bibliotheca Anatomica was completed. Todd's study also alludes to the outpouring of reprints of the original Tatler in collected folio editions with indices and in octavo and duodecimo editions as The Lucubrations of Isaac Bickerstaff. These commenced in 1710 for Charles Lillie, a perfumier who advertised in The Tatler and was identified as a publisher along with Morphew, and continued through 1716, when John Nutt died. Frequently the title-page identifies no printer, but when one is identified it is either John Nutt or 'J.N.'. Given Nutt's associations with The Tatler it seems probable that he printed them all, whether named or not. In addition, it appears that not all of the editions are to be found in ESTC or COPAC. 48 
Assignee of the Law Printing Patent
The history of the law printing patent, up to the time John Nutt held it, has been authoritatively told. 49 John Nutt held the position of assignee for just under seven years, and annually printed about eleven books except for the year 1711, when the number was barely more than half that. Apart from periodicals and Riders' British Merlin, the balance of his output was on religious subjects but seems not to have reached quite the same number of titles as law. This is not to say that Nutt was indifferent to his prerogatives: in 1714 he went to Chancery to vindicate his rights against a pretence, actually contradicted by the text of the Statute, that his rights under the patent had been curtailed by the Statute of Anne. Counting Nutt's legal publications is complicated by the interplay of the conventions of his time and those of ESTC. As already shown, when printing from the Savoy, John Nutt's title-pages reflected the fact that they were printed by him for a group of publishers, most often including John Morphew, Nutt's successor as trade publisher 'near Stationers-Hall'. Law books were not printed by Nutt for Morphew, but for many others, among them John Walthoe, Bernard Lintott, Jacob Tonson, and Charles Harper 'at the Flower-de-Luce over against St. Dunston's Church in Fleet Street'. Often Nutt printed for a group of publishers, whose names would all appear on the title-page. Once in a while John Nutt would print the same work in the same year for more than one group of publishers. The work itself and the titlepage would be the same for each, except that on the title-page the names of the publishers the work was 'printed for' or 'sold by' would be different.
In dealing with John Nutt's output from the Savoy, ESTC has separate entries for the same work where its title-page reflects different groups of pub - Eject ment published by the first group of publishers, the verso of which lists 'Law-Books lately printed for J. Walthoe'. In addition, uniquely for law books printed by John Nutt but readily recognizable from his monthly serial title-pages is printing outside the rules of the title-page, this time along the bottom edge:
Just published, A Review of all the Statutes, both Ancient and Modern; especially concerning the Practick Part of the Law. Price 6 s Such a book-lacking the 'all' in its title-was published by the same group of Browne, Mears and Browne in 1713, printed by John Nutt. There is a second edition by the same publishers and printer in 1715 adding a twentyeight-page appendix by Giles Jacob, also referred to on the title-page. Otherwise the books are identical and from the same press run. If nothing else, this short review illustrates the pitfalls of editions and dates at this period in the London book trade.
John Nutt died in May 1716, but his widow, in her own right a 'mercury' and retailer of books and newspapers near the Royal Exchange, carried on the law-printing business under the patent until her retirement about 1740, briefly first as John Nutt's widow and thereafter in partnership first with Robert Gosling and afterwards her son Richard, with whom she also printed the British Merlin. Richard, in turn, married into the Meres publishing family and in 1727 started the London Evening Post, which he continued printing until his death in 1780.
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APPENDIX BIBLIOGRAPHICAL BEGINNINGS OF THE ATLAS GEOGRAPHUS
The British Library holds a single-sheet advertisement, dated As ultimately bound, Volume I contains 890 numbered pages. The volume title-pages for the Atlas Geographus are dated: Volumes I and II (Europe) -1711; Volume III (Asia) -1712; Volume IV (Africa) -1714; and Volume V (America) -'printed by Eliz. Nutt' -1717. Given that Volume I, which ends at page 890, was probably only two monthly parts away from completion at May 1709, the last monthly part now available separately, the 1711 publication date on its final titlepage, used by ESTC, is misleading. Wiles explains:
When the twelfth number, for the month of April 1709, was advertised in the Tatler number 16 (May 17, 1709), the dealers named in the imprint requested those that took the numbers month by month not to bind them 'till Europe be compleated, which will be in about 7 Months'. The numbers dealing with Europe totalled nearly 1800 pages, and at the end of that part of the work a page of 'Directions to the Binder' indicated that these numbers were to be divided into two equal volumes, the second beginning with the sixteenth monthly number. . . .
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For the monthly subscribers, a similar communication appeared on the title-pages of the March and April 1709 monthly parts, on the right-hand margin, outside the rules and perpendicular to the other print, identical except in the number of months to completion. The April 1709 title-page, like its Tatler advertisement, stated:
N.B. Those that take this Atlas monthly, are desired not to bind them until Europe is compleated, which will be in about 7 months, because there will then be a good Frontispiece, a General Title and Preface, the Contents of the Chapters, Names of the Subscribers, a large Alphabetical Index, Emendenda & Corrigenda, according as the Authors are inform'd, or see Occasion; and Instructions to the Binder how to place the Maps, Cuts &c. that he may bind them perfect.
In addition, not all library holdings appear in ESTC. The New York Society Library, a subscription library founded in 1754 which served as the Library of Congress while the First Congress of the United States sat at New York in 1789-90, has a set of the Atlas Geographus with monthly part title-pages for a portion of Volume IV-Africa. By this time the monthly title-page-if it was monthly-no longer mentioned the month but only the year, 1712, and simply the part: The existence of these monthly title-pages contradicts the publication date-1714-for Volume IV, which appears on the title-page for the volume. It seems clear that printing of the monthly parts for Volume IV ended in 1712, or at the latest in early 1713. This is confirmed by the advertisement for Britannia et Hibernia Antiqua et Nova on the verso of the Volume IV title-page, dated 30 November 1713, which states that Africa is finished, although, despite that, the publication date on the recto of the same sheet is 1714.
55 Wiles, Serial Publication, pp. 83-84. 56 The ending leaf of the parts was not retained when the book was bound; hence, the page contents of the parts can only be derived from the placing of the title-pages. The volume does not contain a titlepage for part 15, although there clearly must have been one, as the text of Volume IV does not end until page 798, followed by the index. However, offsetting of a title-page on page 752 is suggestive that Part 14 ended there.
